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Unpredictable variations in load demand and unanticipated component failures are progressively impacting the operation of
modern power systems, making system evaluation more stochastic in nature. Although deterministic approaches were formerly
the norm for determining system status, probabilistic approaches have greatly improved the capacity to capture the stochastic
behavior characteristic of power system operations. Te presented work in the paper recommends the use of probabilistic
modelling approaches with deterministic approaches, highlighting their crucial function in augmenting the reliability and security
of contemporary power systems to unanticipated failures. In this paper, N− 1 security criteria based reliability of the composite
power system (CPS) is proposed using an integrated deterministic and probabilistic framework (D-P) considering outage of the
transmission line. For the deterministic approach (DA), line overloading on available lines is determined using the static security
index (SSI). For the probabilistic approach (PA), reliability indices such as expected loss of power (ELOP), expected frequency of
contingency (EFOC), expected loss of load (ELOL), probability of load curtailment (PLC), and expected duration of load
curtailments (EDLC) are calculated. Further, for each contingency, a performance index is determined using both approaches to
assess the severity of the contingency that occurred on the power system. Based on the N− 1 security criteria based reliability
analysis using an integrated D-P framework, a credible critical set of transmission lines is obtained, which can serve as important
information to system operators. Te proposed techniques have been tested on IEEE 24 bus reliability test system (RTS).

1. Introduction

1.1. Background. Composite power systems (CPSs) involve
the integration of various power sources, transmission lines,
and components, presenting diferent challenges in the
evaluation of security and reliability. Te complexity of CPS
comprises various interactions between components and
uncertain operating conditions; thus, contingency analysis is
a signifcant part of power system security and reliability. For
a secure power system, reliability evaluation becomes im-
portant for power system transmission design and opera-
tions. Examining the performance of a power system and the
requirement for new transmission expansion due to load
growth or generation expansion is an important aspect of

power system planning and reliability. In an unforeseen
event, security assessment informs system operators about
the secure and insecure nature of operating states, allowing
suitable control/corrective action to be initiated within the
safe time limit. In the planning and operation of CPS, many
electric power companies conventionally use deterministic
methodologies [1–4]. Te deterministic approach (DA), in
the context of N− 1 security criterion, evaluates the system’s
ability to withstand the loss or outage of any single critical
component without resulting in a system failure. Tis ap-
proach provides an appropriate and deterministic frame-
work for security evaluation, assuring that the power system
remains secure even when subjected to insecure/outage
scenario. By assessing various operating conditions,
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including outage scenarios such as line outages, contingency
analysis provides critical insights into the reliability and
security status of CPS [4, 5].

Most utilities use conventional DAs considering the
limitations on operational parameters (e.g., generation, MW
fow, and voltage) for evaluating power system reliability and
security. DA has signifcant drawbacks when used for
evaluating power system reliability. It is based on simplifed
assumptions and static models that assume fxed operating
conditions and constant parameters, resulting in an in-
accurate representation of uncertain nature of the practical
power system. Also, these approaches do not incorporate the
probability of occurrence of the contingencies [6]. DA fails
to incorporate stochastic behavior of CPS; therefore,
probabilistic approaches (PAs) are introduced to simulate
the randomness of contingencies. Te inherent uncertainties
and variability in power system components and operating
conditions are recognized and incorporated in CPS by PA.
Te approach calculates the likelihood of system failure
under various scenarios, providing a more comprehensive
understanding of the system’s response to uncertainties and
contributing to a precise evaluation of security and re-
liability. Tese approaches generate quantitative indices that
may be used to determine whether the system performance
is satisfactory or changes are required [4–6]. PAs in-
corporate the reliability aspect into the system for evaluation
of system security. Te occurrence of contingencies, par-
ticularly line outages, is stochastic and can impact the system
heavily. To broadly classify risk due to component failure,
PAs can be applied with DAs to evaluate system security to
quantify the impact on the system and to develop a critical
contingency set of components. Te combined use of DA
and PA is a novel concept that emphasizes on the benefts of
both methodologies. Tis integration is especially important
for assessing the security and reliability of power systems
using the N− 1 criterion [5, 7, 8]. Te integration of DA and
PA in current research scenarios improves reliability anal-
ysis by providing a thorough understanding of CPS be-
havior. Since DA ensures a rigorous evaluation under certain
conditions, PA adds a probabilistic dimension to account for
the uncertainties inherent in real-world power systems. Tis
integrated methodology enables a more nuanced assessment
of the system’s security and reliability, particularly under
diverse and changing operational conditions like component
outage. Te integrated approach assists operational per-
sonnel in implementing an appropriate control action plan
to mitigate the impact of component outages on the system
[8, 9].

1.2. Literature Review. A lot of research has been carried out
in the area of security evaluation of power systems using
deterministic and probabilistic approaches. In [4], emphasis
has been made on the impact of single contingencies using
the probabilistic technique by calculating expected energy
not supplied (EENS) on composite power systems. In [10],
a deterministic and probabilistic reliability criteria approach
is proposed for bulk power system expansion planning
considering uncertainties in network components based on

the cost of construction. In [6], a combined adequacy and
security framework is proposed considering generation and
transmission defcient environment on the system using
N− 1 probabilistic reliability criteria. In [11], a comparative
analysis of deterministic and risk-based security assessments
is proposed considering the level of risk due to diferent
weather conditions on the system by simulating the outage
of components (N− 1 criteria). In [5, 7, 12, 13], a detailed
overview of security evaluation of power systems using
deterministic and probabilistic methods is proposed, in-
cluding the severity of components as a function of peak
load, contingency analysis, and multiarea reliability as-
sessment for transmission planning and system analysis.
Ranking of severity of transmission lines using a probabi-
listic performance index for contingency analysis is pro-
posed in [14, 15]. In [16], a probabilistic voltage security
assessment is presented to enhance situational awareness in
power systems considering diferent risk levels of voltage
violations. In [17–19], contingency ranking by evaluating
risk on power system using various strategies such as
classifcation of reliability criteria from N− 1 deterministic
to probabilistic approach based on expected total cost and
service reliability levels, a bilevel optimization model for
evaluation of N-k contingency, and artifcial neural network
for static security assessment. In [20, 21], a short-term re-
liability evaluation highlighting various reliability criteria is
proposed considering TSOs’ (transmission system opera-
tors) short-term decision-making by socioeconomic and
reliability indicators using the probabilistic approach over
the N− 1 deterministic approach. A short-term reliability
management approach and criteria are proposed using
a probabilistic approach in terms of energy not supplied, and
the fairness aspect is perceived. In [22–24], composite power
system security evaluation, which includes transmission
planning, is highlighted by considering deterministic criteria
and probabilistic reliability criteria by assessing component
failures on the system. Furthermore, a delivery marginal rate
(DMR) for deterministic reliability is proposed with ex-
pansion planning by evaluating the minimization of total
cost considering N-k contingencies. In [25], a risk-based
ranking approach is proposed which incorporates voltage
violations and line thermal limits with consideration of
failure rates. In [9], a probabilistic approach is proposed to
evaluate system reliability and fexibility associated with
generating units by considering various uncertain factors
such as component outages and load forecasting errors.

On the basis of literature review, the advantages and
disadvantages can be elucidated within the current research
scenario emphasizing on evaluation of security and re-
liability of power systems.

1.2.1. Advantages

(i) DA provides a fundamental and vital assessment of
power system security under prescribed conditions
for measuring the impact of a single component
outage (N− 1 criteria). DAs are computationally
efcient and efective which is benefcial for sce-
narios involving a quick and interpretable
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evaluation. Te familiarity and historical use of DA
provides a baseline for evaluating changes and im-
provements in power system reliability strategies
[10, 11, 19, 25].

(ii) PA considers fuctuations in load demand, generator
output, and component reliability to determine the
possibility of system failure under various scenarios
using risk-based computational models emphasizing
on limit violations, energy not supplied, and other
uncertain factors resulting in a comprehensive risk
assessment [4, 7, 9, 12, 14, 15, 22–24].

1.2.2. Disadvantages

(i) Te major drawback of existing literature on
implementing DA is its inefectiveness to meet the
complexities and uncertainties involved with
changing power systems with dynamic demand
patterns. Te probabilistic aspect of certain events,
particularly those with a stochastic or random
component, is not taken into account by DA. Tis
shortcoming can be challenging for system operators
for assessing reliability indicators in scenarios with
varying and unpredictable conditions
[10, 11, 19, 25].

(ii) PAs employed in existing literature are computa-
tionally demanding especially in real-time applica-
tions and for systems with a signifcant scale.
Further, PA heavily relies on accurate data for load
profles, generator characteristics, and equipment
reliability. Hence, deterministic statistical handling
of data in PA for measuring risk and reliability in-
dices is crucial for enhancing decision-making for
system operators [4, 7, 9, 12, 14, 15, 22–24].

In the current research environment, the shortcomings
of a purely deterministic approach to solving the problems
presented by contemporary power systems are becoming
increasingly apparent. To improve the CPS reliability
evaluation, there is a growing need to integrate them with
probabilistic methods. With this integration, uncertainties,
variances, and unforeseen events may be taken into account
more realistically, leading to a thorough understanding of
system behavior.

1.3. Novelty and Contributions. Te extensive literature re-
view emphasizes the crucial role of security assessment in
composite power systems (CPS) and its important ramif-
cations for system operators’ ability to make well-informed
decisions. Notably, the research emphasizes the necessity of
a comprehensive investigation and the importance of the
deterministic approach. However, an important paradigm
shift towards a more comprehensive probabilistic frame-
work, particularly with regard to improving system re-
liability, is necessary. Tis shift in perspective is considered
crucial in order to enable system operators to acquire
a complete set of contingency strategies that account for line

interruptions and stress the importance of adhering to the
N− 1 security criterion. Tus, the integrated deterministic-
probabilistic approach becomes an essential tool for han-
dling the intricate problems in CPS, providing operators
with useful information to strengthen system resilience and
ensure a constant, reliable power supply for end users.

Tis paper aims to evaluate the reliability of CPS,
considering the deterministic and probabilistic approach
incorporating N− 1 security criteria. Single-line outage
contingency is applied on the test system, and various in-
dices have been calculated. Te proposed approach is in-
vestigated on IEEE 24 reliability test system (RTS). Te
major contributions of the paper are as follows:

(i) System security is evaluated using the deterministic
approach (DA) by analyzing the line overloading
due to line outage on other available lines with the
static security index (SSI) and performance of the
contingent line is assessed by calculating the line
performance index (PI).

(ii) To incorporate the stochastic nature of the power
system in the security evaluation, the reliability
aspect is considered by evaluating using the prob-
abilistic approach (PA). In this approach, diferent
reliability indices have been calculated, including
expected loss of power (ELOP) and expected fre-
quency of contingency (EFOC). Load curtailment
indices have been calculated where the loss of load
scenario occurred due to a single line outage on the
system. Tese indices include expected loss of load
(ELOL), probability of load curtailment (PLC), and
expected duration of load curtailment (EDLC).

(iii) Further, a comparative analysis has been carried out
from both approaches. For proper engineering
judgement, the system operator can obtain maxi-
mum beneft by combining information obtained
from both approaches. Terefore, in this paper, an
integrated deterministic-probabilistic (D-P)
framework is proposed which gives a credible
contingency set of critical transmission lines for
comprehensive security and reliability analysis
considering the system’s stochastic behavior.

Te integrated deterministic-probabilistic (D-P)
framework presented in this study ofers a robust
framework for conducting security evaluations in com-
posite power systems (CPS) when confronted with line
outage contingencies. Table 1 presents an extensive review
of relevant literature that highlights the relative benefts of
the proposed methodology in comparison to studies that
apply either the probabilistic approach (PA), de-
terministic approach (DA), or both for CPS security or
reliability evaluations. Notably, the proposed approach
may be used to a variety of system types, facilitating an
exhaustive evaluation that complies with the N − 1 secu-
rity requirements and incorporates a wide range of re-
liability indices, all performed within a substantially
shorter computation time.
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1.4. Paper Organization. Te paper has been categorized as
follows: in Section 2, the N− 1 deterministic approach has
been explained to evaluate system security; in Section 3, the
N− 1 probabilistic approach has been highlighted consid-
ering the reliability perspective; Section 4 discusses the
proposed integrated D-P framework considering N− 1 se-
curity criteria; Section 5 depicts the results on IEEE 24 RTS
using both the methods and the proposed framework, and
the conclusion of the paper is highlighted in Section 6.
Limitations and future scope are discussed in Section 7.

2.N− 1 Security Criteria Based Deterministic
Approach (DA)

Security evaluation in composite power systems has been
a concern for many years in power system planning.
Component failures that cause network violations may lead
to catastrophic efects on the system [4]. Over the years,
deterministic approaches have been considered for the se-
curity evaluation of the system. Here, N− 1 contingency
analysis has been considered to determine the impact of

outage of only one component on the system. Deterministic
approaches are convenient to power system planners as they
are less complex and can be easily applied. Te objective
behind these approaches is to analyze the system for most
likely outages which may result in line overloads or voltage
violations [5, 11]. In this paper, the static security index (SSI)
is considered for deterministic analysis of composite power
system security.

2.1. Static Security Index (SSI). Te line overloading problem
is quite common in power systems when transmission line
outage takes place. Te severity of line outage on other
transmission lines is one of the essential aspects when se-
curity evaluation of CPS is carried out. Tis severity of the
contingency is expressed by security indices which measure
the stress on the system in terms of line overloading [19].Te
impact of a single line outage on other transmission lines is
greatly infuenced by loading conditions as it afects the
power fow of other lines.Tis impact can bemeasured using
an index called the overloading index (OI) given as

OIik �
S
post
k,i

S
max
k

≈

OIik ≥ 1, line is overloaded

1 < OIik ≥ 0.5, line is operating in insecure state

OIik < 0.5, line is operating normally

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

. (1)

Monitoring OIik ensures that transmission lines operate
within their thermal limits. Based on the assessment of the
overloading index using equation (1), a categorization is
formulated and it is shown as follows:

(1) For OIi
k < 0.5, when OIik for line k falls below 0.5 as

a result of line i outage, it implies a nominal impact
on available line k. In simple terms, this means that
despite the outage of line i, line k is operating
normally.

(2) For 1 < OIik ≥ 0.5, when OIik falls between 0.5 and 1
following the outage of line i, it indicates that line k is
in an insecure state. According to this, line k is
operating at a higher risk of overloading and might
potentially have a severe impact system security.

(3) For OIik ≥ 1, when OIik for line k is more than 1 as
a result of a line i outage, it indicates that line k is
overloaded. Tis represents a critical state in which
line k capacity has been exceeded, providing an
impending risk of equipment stress and potential
breakdowns. It also emphasises the importance of
intervening and taking corrective measures to relieve
the load on line k and prevent cascading efects that
could jeopardise the overall security of CPS.

Based on OIik of transmission lines, static security
evaluation is carried out. Tis evaluation accounts for
whether, after a disturbance, a steady state operating con-
dition is reached without violation of network constraints.
For this, the power fow solution is obtained during normal
operation while satisfying the following network constraints
[18, 19, 26]:

(i) Power balance constraints are as follows:



NG

g�1
Pg − PD � 

Nbus

m�1
Vd


 Vm


 Ydm


Cos θd − θm − δdm( ,



NG

g�1
Qg − QD � 

Nbus

m�1
Vd


 Vm


 Ydm


 Sin θd − θm − δdm( .

(2)

(ii) Generation constraints are as follows:

Pgmin
≤Pg ≤Pgmax

,

Qgmin
≤Qg ≤Qgmax

.
(3)

(iii) Bus voltage limits are as follows:
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Vdmin
≤Vd ≤Vdmax

. (4)

(iv) Line MVA limit is as follows:

Sdm


≤ S

max
dm


. (5)

Te static security index (SSI) is proposed to determine
whether the line outage contingency on the system is critical
or not. SSI evaluates the static security of the system when
line outage contingency takes place accounting for all
overloading on all the lines. SSI can be expressed for the
contingent line or outage of transmission line i as [26]

SSIi � 
Na

k�1
OIik. (6)

Te three categories for the contingent transmission line
based on SSI are given in Table 2.

Te contingent line is noncritical (NC) if SSI is within
acceptable limits and the system is also secure. If the ob-
tained SSI values fall under the other two categories of most
critical (MC) or critical (C) category, then it may force the
system towards the insecure condition. Also, those con-
tingent transmission lines are placed in the most critical
category where the power fow failed to converge.

2.2. Line Performance Index (PI). Te extent of SSI assessed
for each transmission line can be quantifed by evaluating
the performance of transmission lines on outage, consid-
ering overloading lines due to its outage. Tis formulation
can be accomplished using an index called the line per-
formance index (PI) [14, 15]. Te line performance index is
an extended analytical index that accounts for the over-
loading of lines in the system due to the outage of a trans-
mission line. PI of line i on outage can be expressed as

PIi � 

Nol

k�1

wt

X

S
post
k,i

Smax
k

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

X

, (7)

where wt is the positive weighting factor considered equal to
1 and X is the order of the function considered as 2n. For this
analysis, the value of n is considered as 1. Te number of
insecure or overloaded lines for PI calculation is selected on
the basis of the formulation of SSI.

Data preprocessing is essential in calculating indices
which ensures overall robustness and interpretability of the
approach. For this, the data are normalized to minimize
redundancy and improve data integrity. Te indices cal-
culated for each transmission line in DA are normalized
between 0 and 1, and criticality is analyzed. For each value of
x (input or output), it can be normalized as xnorm as follows:

xnorm �
x − xmin

xmax − xmin
, (8)

where xmax and xmin are maximum and minimum values of
parameter x.

Deterministic approaches are generally applied for the
N− 1 criterion where outage of one component can be
analyzed. Te important limitation of this approach is the
failure to incorporate the random or stochastic nature of the
power system. Tis random nature usually occurs when any
component failure takes place or unexpected load demand
arises. Predetermined constraints on operating parameters
such as MW fow and generation voltages are considered
when failure of the component takes place. Contingencies
occurring are stochastic, and considering the limits of
constraints as a function of probability is difcult. So, de-
terministic approaches incline the system towards costly
operating conditions where the level of risk is low. To
consider the stochastic nature of power system operation,
probabilistic methods are considered for security evaluation
which incorporates the probability of occurrence of line
outage contingency and its impact on the system.

3.N− 1 Security Criteria Based Probabilistic
Approach (PA)

Probabilistic approaches for security evaluation consider the
probability of outage occurring on the system. Tese ap-
proaches consider the impact of contingency on system
adequacy and security. Tese two aspects are related to the
reliability of composite power systems. Te main advantage
of incorporating the probabilistic approach is that they can
be applied with deterministic approaches to quantify the risk
on the system to a more considerable extent [4, 5]. In this
study, to analyze single-line outage conditions, reliability
indices are calculated, and deterministic PI calculated in
Section 2.2 is made probabilistic to assess the criticality of
contingency on the system.

3.1. Reliability Indices. Reliability evaluation in CPS is
assessed through a set of indices known as reliability indices.
Tese indices are estimated through the past performance of
components (generator or transmission line). Te past
performance data are generated through various techniques,
which include both conventional and hybrid approaches
such as Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) [2, 27], MCS-ANN-
based methods [28–31], and cross entropy-based techniques
[32, 33]. To evaluate reliability considering N− 1 security
criteria, the probability of each line outage contingency is
estimated using the availability and unavailability (forced
outage rate (FOR)) of each transmission line. Mean time to
failure (MTTF) and mean time to repair (MTTR) are cal-
culated based on recorded statistical and historical events of

Table 2: Categorization of contingent transmission lines based on
SSI.

Range Category
SSI≥ 0.8 Most critical (MC)
0.3≤ SSI< 0.8 Critical (C)
SSI< 0.3 Not critical (NC)
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the transmission line in terms of failure rate and repair rate.
Availability and unavailability of a transmission line are
formulated as follows [2]:

A Tk(  �
MTTF

MTTF + MTTR
, (9)

U Ti(  �
MTTR

MTTF + MTTR
,

i, k ∈ Nl.

(10)

Te probability p of contingent line i is evaluated as [15]

pi � 

Na

k�1
A Tk( 

No

i�1
U Ti( , (11)

where A(Tk) is the availability of transmission line k, No is
number of lines on outage and U(Ti) is the unavailability of
transmission line i (contingent line).

Te contingency departure rate (Dr) of each contingency
is modelled as summation of repair rate of failed compo-
nents plus summation of the failure rate of available com-
ponents [15]. It is expressed as

Dri � 
Na

k�1
λk + 

No

i�1
μi

outages
yr

. (12)

Te following indices are estimated in this paper to
evaluate the security of composite power systems:

(i) ELOP: expected loss of power is expressed in MW
which deals with the probability of loss of power due
to component failure (transmission line) [1, 2]. It
can be formulated for contingent line i as

ELOPi � 
iϵNl

pi.P
i
FL MW. (13)

(ii) EFOC: expected frequency of contingency is
expressed in occ/yr, illustrating the contingency
occurrence, including component failure in a year.
It is formulated by multiplying the probability of
each contingency with its respective contingency
departure rate [1, 2, 30]. For contingent line i, EFOC
is framed as

EFOCi � pi.Dri

occ
yr

. (14)

(iii) ELOL: expected loss of load is expressed in MW
whichmeasures the probability of loss of load due to
component failure where system adequacy is
hampered [2]. For a contingent line i which leads to
loss of load, ELOL can be formulated as

ELOLi � 
iϵSl

pi.P
i
L MW. (15)

(iv) PLC: probability of load curtailment measures the
probability of the system’s state where load cur-
tailment or loss of load takes place due to

component failure [1, 2, 5]. It can be formulated for
transmission line i, which leads to load curtailment
as

PLCi � 
iϵSl

pi. (16)

(v) EDLC: expected duration of load curtailment
expressed in hr/yr accounts for the duration of load
curtailment over a year [1, 2, 5]. It is formulated for
contingent line i on the basis of PLCi, which leads to
load curtailment (loss of load) as

EDLCi � PLCi × 8760
hr

yr
. (17)

3.2.ExpectedPerformance Index (EPI). Te line performance
index for each transmission line outage outlined the severity
of the line and the extent of the impact on the system. Line
outages occurring in the system are stochastic, and ac-
counting for the probability of occurrence of line outage
contingencies using deterministic approaches is difcult. To
incorporate the stochastic or random nature of contin-
gencies in the composite power system, deterministic PI is
expressed into probabilistic one and is called the expected
performance index (EPI) [15]. Tis index signifes system’s
nature a more realistic view and gives system operators
a broader insight on the performance of each transmission
line outage that may occur on the system.Te formulation of
EPI is an extended version of deterministic PI, which in-
corporates component probability into it. It can be for-
mulated for a contingent line i as

EPIi � pi × PIi. (18)

Te criticality of transmission line on the basis of EPI can
be categorized as shown in Table 3.

4.N− 1 Security Criteria Based Integrated D-
P Framework

Emergence of probabilistic approaches in CPS to account the
stochastic nature in tandem with deterministic approaches
to evaluate system security gives a realistic picture of the
system when any disturbance occurs on the system to the
system operators. Te proposed integrated D-P framework
can help the system operator decide between preventive and
corrective actions to be taken for a given operating condition
[4, 5, 17]. Te integrated framework allows for a more
comprehensive assessment of system reliability. Te prob-
abilistic approach (PA) takes uncertainties into consider-
ation, whereas the deterministic approach (DA)
concentrates on system performance under known condi-
tions. Integrating the two approaches allows for the con-
sideration of a larger range of scenarios, encompassing both
anticipated and unforeseen events, and results in a deeper
comprehension of reliability. In isolation, PA estimates the
likelihood of system failures but does not provide an
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unambiguous plan for risk management. By identifying the
most crucial components and scenarios where reliability
improvement eforts are most efective, integrating DA
ofers a more systematic approach to risk mitigation. In-
tegrating DA and PA improves the efcacy of risk-mitigation
techniques. It detects potential failure events and their
likelihood, allowing operators to prioritize and implement
risk-mitigation strategies.

4.1. Problem Formulation. Te integrated D-P framework
combines wide range of quantitative indices which ofer
a comprehensive view of system security and reliability.
Indices ofer perceptions into the system’s operation in
various scenarios, enabling operators to modify strategies as
necessary to maintain security and reliability [6, 7]. Te
integrated D-P framework provides a more comprehensive
understanding of system behavior, facilitates efective risk
management, and enhances system operator’s decision-
making to improve power system reliability. Te pro-
posed framework is very useful in dealing with the increasing
complexities and uncertainties in modern power systems. A
generalized schematic of the proposed D-P framework is
shown in Figure 1 highlighting the use of DA and PA by
considering N− 1 criteria in order to develop a credible
contingency set of components (transmission line).

Te mathematical formulation of development of the
credible contingency set of transmission lines in the in-
tegrated D-P approach is based on the set of critical lines
developed using deterministic and probabilistic approaches.
Te set of critical transmission lines based on SSIi/PIi using
deterministic approach is formulated as

SA �
0.3≤ SSIi < 0.8, critical lines,

SSIi ≥ 0.8, most critical lines.
 (19)

Line interruptions in the system are stochastic, and
incorporating the probability of occurrence of line outage
contingencies using DA presents various challenges. Te
deterministic PI is expressed using the probabilistic ap-
proach known as EPI to address this. Tis improvement
permits the random nature of contingencies to be in-
corporated into the CPS. Te set of critical lines formulated
based on EPIi is

SB �
0.3≤EPIi < 0.8, critical lines,

EPIi ≥ 0.8, most critical lines.
 (20)

Further, the reliability of CPS is calculated using ELOP
and EFOC using PA highlights the stochastic nature of line
outages on the system. Te probability of occurrence of
contingency is expressed using (11) formulates the reliability
indices using (13) and (14).Te calculated indices are ranked
based on their criticality. Te set of critical lines developed
using ELOPi and EFOCi based on their ranking and
expressed as follows:

SC � ELOPi(Rank 1), . . .   . . .   . . . ,ELOPi(Rank 5) ,

(21)

SD � EFOCi(Rank 1), . . .   . . .   . . . ,EFOCi(Rank 5) ,

(22)

where i ∈ contingent lines.
Certain line outages contribute towards loss of load

events. To evaluate the criticality of loss of load events,
reliability indices are calculated using (17)–(19). Te set of
critical lines formulated based on loss of load events are
expressed based on ELOLi, PLCi, and EDLCi and shown as

Sloss �

ELOLi

PLCi

EDLCi

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎭
≈ loss of load events for i ∈ contingent lines. (23)

Te set of critical lines formulated based on both DA and
PA can be combined together to illustrate the cumulative
efect on CPS, and it can be mathematically expressed as

Scumulative � SA ∪ SB ∪ SC ∪ SD. (24)

Te development of the credible contingency set con-
sidering the integrated D-P framework is crucial for system
operators to enhance their decision-making for imple-
menting timely corrective measures. Scredible is formulated

based on criticality of line outage expressed from both DA
and PA and also highlighting efect of loss of load events.
Scredible using the integrated D-P framework is expressed as

Scredible � Scumulative ∩ Sloss. (25)

Te development of a credible contingency set using (25)
for the test system provides system operators to conduct
security and reliability studies and enhances their decision-
making for rapid deployment of corrective control

Table 3: Criticality of transmission lines based on EPI.

Range Category
EPI≥ 0.8 Most critical (MC)
0.3≤EPI< 0.8 Critical (C)
EPI< 0.3 Not critical (NC)
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measures. Te pseudocode and fow chart of the proposed
methodology illustrating the integrated D-P framework is
presented in Section 4.2.

4.2. Proposed Methodology. Te integrated framework
provides an exhaustive assessment of system security and
reliability for the N− 1 criteria by considering both the
deterministic and probabilistic approaches. Tis compre-
hensive approach provides an improved representation of
the behavior of the power system under various scenarios.
Te pseudocode of the proposed integrated D-P framework
for the formulation of credible contingency set is illustrated
as Algorithm 1 and is shown as follows:

Te fowchart of the proposed integrated D-P framework
is presented in Figure 2. Algorithm steps of the integrated D-
P framework for N− 1 security criteria considering single
line outage on the system are as follows:

(i) System is confgured at base case load and optimal
power fow is solved when the system is operating
in normal condition.

(ii) Availability and unavailability data are generated
using (9) and (10) from diferent techniques on
the basis of past performance of each
transmission line.

(iii) Single line outages at the desired load level are
simulated by ACOPF and violations of operating
limits are checked.

(iv) For each contingent line i simulated, state
probability is calculated using (11).

(v) At each line outage condition, power fow (PF) in
available lines Na is solved using AC power fow.

(vi) Contingency departure rate (Dr) of contingent
line i is calculated using (12).

(vii) Considering a line outage condition i, OI of
available lines Na is calculated using (1). On the
basis of OIik, each available line k is categorized as

normal, insecure, or overloaded as mentioned in
Section 2.1.

(viii) SSI of each contingent line i is evaluated using (6).
Te obtained values of SSI of all transmission
lines are normalized between 0 and 1 using (8).

(ix) Ranking of SSI of all transmission lines is done
and categorized based on Table 2.

(x) Reliability indices such as ELOP and EFOC of
each contingent line i is calculated using (13) and
(14). Rank each transmission line on basis of
reliability indices.

(xi) At certain states where loss of load (LOL) occurs
on the system due to single-line outage condition,
load curtailment indices such as ELOL, PLC, and
EDLC are calculated using (17)–(19), respectively.
Tese states fall in the category of MC.

(xii) On the basis of the overloading index where
OIi

k ≥ 0.5 (operating insecurely or overloaded),
the line performance index (PI) is calculated for
each contingent line i using (7).

(xiii) Te PI obtained is extended to probabilistic one
and EPI is calculated using (18) for each con-
tingent transmission line i. Rank criticality of
each transmission line on the basis of EPI and
similarly a categorization based on Table 3.

(xiv) Criticality of each transmission line is assessed
based on SSIi/PIi, and SA is computed using (19).

(xv) Similarly, considering the PA, criticality is
assessed based on EPIi and reliability indices, and
further, SB, SC, SD are computed using (20)–(22).

(xvi) Loss of load is a crucial event in the power system.
Line outages leading to LOL are the most critical,
and based on reliability indices calculated for
such events, Sloss is computed using (23).

(xvii) Considering the outcomes from both the ap-
proaches, Scumulative is evaluated using (24).

Test System

N-1 Criteria

Single Line
Outage

Available
Lines

Probabilistic
Approach

Deterministic
Approach

SSI

PI

EPI

ELOP

EFOC

ELOL
PLC
EDLC

Loss of Load

D–P
Framework

Credible
Contingency Set

(Scredible)

Figure 1: Schematic of the proposed integrated D-P framework.
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(1) procedure Integrated D-P framework
(2) load test system load data PD,QD
(3) perform Load Variation
(4) Normal PDF for PD,QD at ±5%
(5) perform AC-OPF at base case load
(6) while temp� 0
(7) perform Deterministic Approach
(8) for each contingent line i
(9) perform AC-OPF
(10) Calculate OIik � Spostk,i /Smax

k
(11) if OIik < 0.5
(12) Line is operating normally
(13) else if 1 < OIik ≥ 0.5
(14) Line is in insecure state
(15) else
(16) Line is overloaded
(17) Calculate SSIi � 

Na
k�1OIik

(18) if SSIi < 0.3
(19) Line is Not Critical (NC)
(20) else if 0.8< SSIi ≥ 0.3
(21) Line is Critical (C)
(22) else
(23) Line is Most Critical (MC)
(24) for OIik ≥ 0.5
(25) Calculate PIi � 

Nol
k�1wt/X(Spostk,i /Smax

k )X

(26) end for
(27) end for
(28) perform Probabilistic Approach
(29) for Available line k || Unavailable line i (Contingent Line)
(30) Calculate A(Tk) || U(Ti)

(31) Calculate Outage probability (pi) using (11)
(32) Calculate Dri using (12)
(33) perform AC-OPF for each outage condition
(34) Check OPF convergence
(35) if OPF converged for each outage condition
(36) Calculate Reliability Indices—ELOPi,EFOCi
(37) else
(38) Calculate Reliability Indices—ELOLi,PLCi,EDLCi (Loss of Load)
(39) Calculate EPIi � pi × PIi
(40) if EPIi < 0.3
(41) Line is Not Critical (NC)
(42) elseif 0.8 < EPIi ≥ 0.3
(43) Line is Critical (C)
(44) else
(45) Line is Most Critical (MC)
(46) end for
(47) end while
(48) Compute SA, SB, SC, SD using (19)–(22)
(49) Compute Sloss using (23)
(50) Compute Scumulative using (24)
(51) Compute Scredible using (25)
(52) end procedure

ALGORITHM 1: Development of Scredible using integrated D-P framework.
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(xviii) At last, a credible contingency set (Scredible) is
developed using (25) at each operating point
considering system state, criticality at each line
outage contingency, and LOL events on the basis
of security and reliability perspective.

Reliability evaluation considering N− 1 security criteria
(single line outage) using both the approaches and proposed
integrated D-P framework is applied on IEEE 24 RTS, and it
is discussed in Section 5.

5. Case Study and Results

In this paper, a single-line outage scenario is developed on
IEEE 24 RTS [2], and deterministic and probabilistic ap-
proaches have been incorporated. Te annual peak load of
the test system is 2850MW, and the total generation capacity
is 3405MW. Te system includes 38 transmission lines
(which include 30 single-circuit lines and 4 double-circuit
lines), 24 buses, and 32 generating units [1, 2]. Using the
random normal distribution, the system load is randomly
varied at each bus to account for the uncertain nature of load
at the ±5% level of the base case data (2850MW).Te impact
of each transmission line outage on the system is analyzed
using both approaches, and a critical contingency set is
developed using an integrated D-P framework.

5.1. Results Obtained Using Deterministic Approach (DA).
Considering each line outage with network constraints, AC
power fow is performed. Te severity of line outage con-
dition on the system can be analyzed by considering its
impact on other transmission lines. Tis impact on other
lines is greatly infuenced by loading conditions, and further,
it impacts the power fow of other lines. To analyze this
impact, OIik is calculated using (1), which illustrates the
overloading on other lines due to line outage, and further,
SSI is computed using (6) of the contingent line. Table 4
depicts the SSI of each transmission line (normalized using
(8)) when their outage is considered one by one (N− 1
criterion) on the test system considered for analysis and the
severity rank of the transmission lines.

Formulation of OI for each available line is crucial to
depict the criticality of contingent line using DA (SSI) ap-
proach. Sample results of OI are shown in Figures 3–5 for
MC, C, and NC categories, respectively. Figures 3 and 4
show the results for sample line outages of line 14–16, 3–24,
and 15–24 (MC lines) and 6–10, 12–23, and 10–12 (C lines)
which have a major impact on the system resulting in op-
eration of maximum number of lines in insecure or over-
loaded state. Severity of outage of line 2–4, 9–12, 2–6 (NC
lines) have very less impact on the system as only a few
number of lines are operating in insecure state or over-
loaded. Table 5 depicts the number of lines which are op-
erating insecurely or overloaded due toMC, C, and NC lines.

Line 15–24 results in cascading outage on the system as
power fow on line 3–24 becomes approximately zero. Also,
a similar impact is seen when lines 6–10 and 2–6 are on
outage as they result in complete violation of line MVA limit
of lines 2–6 and 6–10, respectively.

From the SSI analysis, it has been inferred that power
fow was not converged when an outage of line 7-8 (line 11)
has occurred. It is because outage of line 11 leads to LOL, so
the convergence of power fow was not possible.

Further, the performance of each transmission line can
be analyzed on the basis of SSI calculated. SSI highlights the
overloading on other lines due to line outage, and this
impact was analyzed by calculating OIi

k for each trans-
mission line.Tis performance is illustrated by calculating PI
of transmission line using (7). Table 6 shows the PIs of each
transmission line of the test system.

As seen from Table 6, the PI values obtained fromDA for
the test system are unable to clearly indicate the critical
nature of the transmission lines and their overloading
subjected to single-line outage. In order to make the PI from
DA more informative for the system operator, probabilistic
nature is incorporated to determine EPI. Tis helps in
proper identifcation of the critical nature of the trans-
mission lines in terms of their severity.

5.2. Results Obtained Using Probabilistic Approach (PA).
System component (transmission line) failure is stochastic;
therefore, reliability evaluation considering N− 1 security
criteria using the probabilistic approach is carried out.
Reliability study considered on the test system includes
calculation of ELOP and EFOCwhen line outage takes place.
Te probability of each transmission line outage highlights
the stochastic nature of line outages, and it is calculated
using (11). AC power fow is performed to calculate the line
fow in each transmission line. Te mentioned reliability
indices are calculated using (13) and (14) and are shown in
Table 7, including ranking based on indices calculated.

ELOP and EFOC highlight the loss of power in the
system and occurrence of contingency when any line outage
occurs in the system. Tese indices are crucial as with the
help of ELOP and EFOC, operators and planners may
prioritize maintenance and investment decisions by iden-
tifying susceptible regions within the power system and
receiving a comprehensive evaluation of the possible risk
associated with line interruptions.

From the DA, line 11 was critical as its outage led to LOL,
and power fow was not converged. Reliability analysis is
carried out using (16)–(18) and (17) of line 11 and is shown
in Table 8.

PI calculated accounts for the deterministic nature of the
system, and to underline the stochastic nature of the power
system and transmission line criticality, EPI is computed
using (18), and it is shown in Table 9.

5.3. Results Obtained Using the Integrated D-P Framework.
Security evaluation in composite power systems is vital for
power system design and planning. Here, DA and PA have
been applied, considering a single-line outage to analyze the
N− 1 criteria. In DA, transmission line failure is entirely
determined by SSI calculated, and to account for the ran-
domness of the line failures, a PA is applied by calculating
reliability indices. Deterministic PI is approximated into
a probabilistic one (EPI). Graphical representation of
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START

Confgure the system and apply
ACOPF

Set number of transmission lines of
the system be Nl

Simulate line outage contingency on system for
transmission line i

i = i + 1

Apply power fow algorithm to calculate power
fow (PF) in available lines of the system

Calculate OI for all available lines on the system
using eqn. (1)

Evaluate SSI of contingent line i using eqn. (8) 

No

No

Yes

Yes

Is i=Nl

Is i=Nl

Normalize SSI calculated of each
transmission lines using eqn. (10)

Rank each transmission line on the basis of
their criticality (as per SSI)

Deterministic Approach (DA)

Select lines whose OI ≥ 0.5

Evaluate PI of contingent line i
using eqn. (9)

STOP

Probabilistic Approach (PA)

Rank criticality of each
transmission line on the basis of

EPI

Evaluate EPI of each transmission
line using eqn. (20)

Rank each transmission line on the
basis of reliability indices (ELOP and

EFOC)

Evaluate Reliability
Indices of line i

using eqn. (15) to
(19)

Calculate Dr of line i using (14)

Calculate probability p of
contingent line i using eqn. (13)

On the basis of past performance data generated using
diferent techniques, calculate A (T) and U (T) of each

transmission T using eqn. (11) and (12)

Figure 2: Flowchart of the proposed integrated D-P framework.

Table 4: Static security index (SSI) calculated of each transmission line outage.

Line number From bus To bus SSI Severity rank Criticality
1 1 2 0.1531 31 NC
2 1 3 0.1978 27 NC
3 1 5 0.3778 12 C
4 2 4 0.2836 15 NC
5 2 6 0.2561 18 NC
6 3 9 0.2033 26 NC
7 3 24 0.9937 2 MC
8 4 9 0.2546 19 NC
9 5 10 0.2057 24 NC
10 6 10 0.6993 4 C
12 8 9 0.2244 22 NC
13 8 10 0.2357 21 NC
14 9 11 0.2398 20 NC
15 9 12 0.2830 16 NC
16 10 11 0.3977 10 C
17 10 12 0.4712 6 C
18 11 13 0.2146 23 NC
19 11 14 0.3029 14 C
20 12 13 0.1850 29 NC
21 12 23 0.5389 5 C
22 13 23 0.4043 9 C
23 14 16 1.0000 1 MC
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Table 4: Continued.

Line number From bus To bus SSI Severity rank Criticality
24 15 16 0.3234 13 C
25 15 21 0.2591 17 NC
26 15 24 0.9834 3 MC
27 16 17 0.4665 7 C
28 16 19 0.3954 11 C
29 17 18 0.1162 32 NC
30 17 22 0.4281 8 C
31 18 21 0.2041 25 NC
32 19 20 0.1868 28 NC
33 20 23 0.1840 30 NC
34 21 22 0.0000 33 NC
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Figure 3: Results of OI for sample lines of MC category.
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Figure 4: Results of OI for sample lines of C category.
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Figure 5: Results of OI for sample lines of NC category.

Table 5: Number of lines operating insecurely or overloaded in each category.

Most critical (MC) lines Critical (C) lines Not critical (NC) lines
14–16 3–24 15–24 6–10 12–23 10–12 2–4 9–12 2–6
11 10 10 6 6 6 5 6 5

Table 6: Line performance index (PI) for each transmission line outage.

Line number From bus To bus PI
1 1 2 1.2544
2 1 3 1.2544
3 1 5 1.2544
4 2 4 1.2544
5 2 6 1.2544
6 3 9 1.1148
7 3 24 1.4999
8 4 9 1.2544
9 5 10 1.2544
10 6 10 0.9016
12 8 9 1.2544
13 8 10 1.2544
14 9 11 1.2544
15 9 12 1.3429
16 10 11 1.3429
17 10 12 1.3298
18 11 13 1.2544
19 11 14 1.2860
20 12 13 1.3581
21 12 23 1.4536
22 13 23 1.4218
23 14 16 1.4390
24 15 16 1.3311
25 15 21 1.4270
26 15 24 1.4999
27 16 17 1.2630
28 16 19 1.4156
29 17 18 1.2356
30 17 22 1.3311
31 18 21 1.2544
32 19 20 1.2544
33 20 23 1.2544
34 21 22 1.2931
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Table 7: Reliability indices of each transmission line.

Line numbers From bus To bus ELOP (MW) EFOC (occ/yr) Rank (ELOP) Rank (EFOC)
1 1 2 1.219 57.235 31 26
2 1 3 1.194 133.213 32 2
3 1 5 2.851 42.205 27 28
4 2 4 3.032 70.091 26 21
5 2 6 5.317 97.403 23 5
6 3 9 1.692 65.659 30 23
7 3 24 67.775 7.799 1 33
8 4 9 3.035 74.620 25 14
9 5 10 1.073 81.454 33 11
10 6 10 24.567 72.899 11 15
12 8 9 3.684 88.668 24 8
13 8 10 2.115 88.668 29 8
14 9 11 35.405 8.124 6 29
15 9 12 40.268 8.124 4 29
16 10 11 50.534 8.124 3 29
17 10 12 55.736 8.124 2 29
18 11 13 8.597 80.724 20 12
19 11 14 19.359 91.166 12 6
20 12 13 6.039 80.724 22 12
21 12 23 37.135 131.898 5 3
22 13 23 17.230 61.855 15 24
23 14 16 30.998 68.221 8 22
24 15 16 10.027 72.230 18 17
25 15 21 18.726 70.478 14 20
26 15 24 18.780 70.478 13 19
27 16 17 32.736 82.068 7 10
28 16 19 10.265 72.155 17 18
29 17 18 12.482 54.015 16 27
30 17 22 27.038 157.216 9 1
31 18 21 6.690 89.775 21 7
32 19 20 2.401 58.563 28 25
33 20 23 8.734 72.630 19 16
34 21 22 25.488 131.761 10 4

Table 8: Reliability indices due to outage at line 11.

Line From bus To bus PLC EDLC ELOL EFOC
11 7 8 0.0432 379.0571 5.4089 38.4510

Table 9: Expected performance index (EPI) of transmission lines.

Line numbers From bus To bus EPI Criticality
1 1 2 0.128167 NC
2 1 3 0.188092 NC
3 1 5 0.05958 NC
4 2 4 0.098954 NC
5 2 6 0.137526 NC
6 3 9 0.082385 NC
7 3 24 0.481341 C
8 4 9 0.105343 NC
9 5 10 0.114989 NC
10 6 10 0.250035 NC
12 8 9 0.125187 NC
13 8 10 0.125187 NC
14 9 11 0.419315 C
15 9 12 0.448918 C
16 10 11 0.448918 C
17 10 12 0.444545 C
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security evaluation using both the approaches highlighting
SSI, PI, and EPI of each transmission line is shown in
Figures 6–8.

From Figures 6–8, the following observations are made:

(i) As per SSI and PI, lines (14–16), (3–24), (15–24),
(6–10), (12–23), (16–19), (13–23), and (15–21) are
the most critical lines for the test system considered.
Tis set of critical lines is formulated using (19).

(ii) As per EPI, lines (3–24), (9–12), (10-11), (10–12),
and (11–13) are the most critical lines for the sys-
tem, and this set of critical lines is shown by SB and
calculated using (20).

(iii) It has been noted from the above analysis that
determination of SSI, PI, and EPI of line 11 is not
possible as its outage leads to LOL, and power fow
was not converged.

Similarly, graphical representations of reliability indices
calculated for each transmission line are shown in Figures 9
and 10.

From Figures 9 and 10, the following observations have
been drawn:

(i) As per ELOP, lines (3–24), (10–12), (10-11), (9–12),
and (12–23) are the most critical lines, and this set of
lines is formulated using (21).

(ii) As per EFOC, lines (17–22), (1–3), (12–23), (21-22),
and (2–6) are the most critical lines where line
failures’ occurrence is highest among all the trans-
mission lines and this set is formulated using (22).

From the above observations, the following conclusions
are drawn:

(i) From the deterministic approach,

SA �
(14 − 16), (3 − 24), (15 − 24), (6 − 10), (12 − 23), (16 − 19),

(13 − 23), (15 − 21)
 . (26)

(ii) From the probabilistic approach,

SB � (3 − 24), (9 − 12), (10 − 11), (10 − 12), (11 − 13){ },

SC � (3 − 24), (10 − 12), (10 − 11), (9 − 12), (12 − 23){ },

SD � (17 − 22), (1 − 3), (12 − 23), (21 − 22), (2 − 6){ }.

(27)

Table 9: Continued.

Line numbers From bus To bus EPI Criticality
18 11 13 0.125187 NC
19 11 14 0.144946 NC
20 12 13 0.135543 NC
21 12 23 0.237065 NC
22 13 23 0.10874 NC
23 14 16 0.121366 NC
24 15 16 0.118859 NC
25 15 21 0.124345 NC
26 15 24 0.130698 NC
27 16 17 0.128137 NC
28 16 19 0.126276 NC
29 17 18 0.082507 NC
30 17 22 0.258777 NC
31 18 21 0.139213 NC
32 19 20 0.090817 NC
33 20 23 0.112625 NC
34 21 22 0.210656 NC
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Figure 6: SSI and PI of each transmission line with DA.
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(iii) Te cumulative set, Scumulative, of critical trans-
mission lines from both approaches is formulated
based on sets SA, SB, SC, and SD using (24) as

Scumulative �

(14 − 16), (3 − 24), (15 − 24), (6 − 10), (12 − 23), (16 − 19),

(13 − 23), (15 − 21), (9 − 12), (10 − 11),

(10 − 12), (11 − 13), (17 − 22), (1 − 3), (21 − 22), (2 − 6)

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎭
. (28)

(iv) Lines 7-8 (line 11) lead to loss of load at bus 7, so
from a reliability perspective, resource adequacy of
the system becomes poor as load curtailment takes
place. Indices are calculated and are shown in Ta-
ble 8. So, from this analysis, it can be concluded that
line 11 is one of themost critical lines for the system,
and on the basis of it, Sloss is expressed using (23)
and shown as

Sloss � (7 − 8){ }. (29)

(v) Credible contingency set, Scredible, of transmission
lines for the test system is developed as shown in
Figure 2 based on the integrated D-P framework
and loss of load events considering security and
reliability perspective using (25) is
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Figure 9: ELOP vs. transmission line.
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Scredible �
(3 − 24), (7 − 8), (9 − 12), (10 − 11), (10 − 12),

(14 − 16), (17 − 22), (12 − 23)
 . (30)

Te credible contingency set obtained based on security
and reliability point of view highlights the critical trans-
mission lines, which stresses the system heavily. Te con-
tingency set developed from the integrated D-P framework
can provide crucial information to system operators with
a shorter computation time and assist them in decision-
making for timely implementing suitable corrective
action plans.

6. Conclusions

Security evaluation of power systems is crucial for planning
and design purposes. In this paper, N− 1 security criteria are
highlighted considering single-line outage contingency to
evaluate the system security of CPS using the integrated
deterministic and probabilistic framework. Te proposed
approach is tested on IEEE 24 RTS. Trough the application
of deterministic methodology, security evaluation in power
systems entails the calculation of critical parameters such as
SSI and PI, which account for possible overloading on
available transmission lines. However, this paper proposes
a radical shift towards a comprehensive probabilistic
framework for evaluating system security, stressing the critical
need to include reliability considerations in modern power
system analyses, given the intrinsically stochastic nature of
power systems and their potential susceptibility to random
line failures. Various reliability indices are calculated where
the loss of load state is also considered. Te index, EPI,
calculated fromPA uses the information fromDA to show the
stochastic nature of the power system. Further, a comparative
analysis is carried out for both approaches, and a credible
contingency set of transmission lines is developed based on
the severity rank using the integrated D-P framework.

Te establishment of a credible contingency set for the
test system presents a valuable opportunity to conduct ro-
bust security and reliability studies. Tis, in turn, equips
system operators with essential insights for informed
decision-making, facilitating the timely implementation of
tailored corrective control measures. As a result, system
operators are better equipped to make informed decisions,
allowing for the prompt deployment of specifc corrective
control measures. Te proposed approach’s adaptability
broadens its applicability to larger systems, supporting
multiple contingencies and diverse operating situations,
highlighting its potential to greatly advance contemporary
power system assessments.

7. Limitations and Future Scope

Establishing integrated D-P models frequently entails
managing complex interactions between numerous de-
terministic and probabilistic variables, which can complicate
interpretation and increase the processing burden.
Obtaining and maintaining the vast amounts of data

required for probabilistic and deterministic studies can be
difcult and resource-intensive, especially for systems with
limited accessibility to data. Te underlying assumptions
made in the models can have an impact on the reliability
outcomes of the integrated D-P framework, indicating the
necessity for a detailed investigation of these assumptions
and their potential consequences.

Te efciency and scalability of integrated D-P models
can be greatly increased by further developments in com-
putational methods and high-performance computing,
which can speed up and improve the accuracy of larger and
more complicated CPS analyses. By incorporating data
analytics and machine learning techniques into the in-
tegrated D-P framework, system operators may make more
informed decisions and anticipate complex system responses
with more accuracy. Te overall reliability and security of
modern power systems can be improved by integrating the
D-P framework with real-time monitoring and control
systems, which can enable dynamic adjustments and pre-
ventive measures in response to changing system conditions,
such as rapid changes in load demand, cascading outages,
and uncertainty related to intensive utilization of renewable
energy sources (RES).

Nomenclature

Abbreviations

CPS: Composite power system
DA: Deterministic approach
PA: Probabilistic approach
SSI: Static security index
ELOP: Expected loss of power
EFOC: Expected frequency of contingency
ELOL: Expected loss of load
PLC: Probability of load curtailment
EDLC: Expected duration of load curtailments
LOL: Loss of load
MTTR: Mean time to repair
MTTF: Mean time to failure

Sets

NG: Number of generators
Nbus: Number of buses
Nl: Number of transmission lines of the test system
Na: Number of nonoutage or available

transmission lines
Nol: Number of insecure or overloaded lines
No: Number of lines on outage
Sl: Set of all system states associated with load

curtailment (loss of load)
SA: Set of critical lines developed based on DA
SB: Set of critical lines developed based on EPI

using PA
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SC, SD: Set of critical lines developed based on ELOP and
EFOC using PA

Sloss: Set of critical lines developed based on ELOL,
PLC, and EDLC using PA

Scumulative: Set of critical lines based on both DA and PA
Scredible: Credible contingency set of transmission lines

Parameters and Variables

OIik: Overloading index for line k due to outage of
line i

S
post
k,i : MVA power fow of line k after line outage of

line i
Smax

k : MVA rating of line k
Pg, Qg: Active and reactive generation of generator g

PD, QD: Active and reactive load demand
Vd, Vm: Voltage magnitude at bus d and bus m

d, m ∈ Nbus
θd, θm: Voltage angle for bus d and bus m
Ydm: Admittance between bus d and bus m
δdm: Admittance angle between bus d and bus m
Pgmin

, Pgmax
: Minimum and maximum active power

generation at generator g

Qgmin
, Qgmax

: Minimum and maximum reactive power
generation at generator g

Vdmin
, Vdmax

: Minimum and maximum bus voltage at bus d
Sdm: Power fow in line connecting bus d to bus m
Smax

dm : MVA limit of line connecting bus d to bus m
SSIi: Static security index for contingent line i
PIi: Line performance index of line i
A(Tk): Availability of transmission line k
U(Ti): Unavailability of transmission line i

(contingent line)
pi: Probability of contingent line i
Dri: Contingency departure rate of contingent line i
λk: Failure rate of line k
μi: Repair rate of line k
Pi
FL: Loss of power due to outage in transmission

line i
Pi

L: Load loss due to outage of transmission line i
EPIi: Expected performance index of line i.
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Te data will be available on reasonable request.
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